
Juliet O'Brien: TEACHING PHILOSOPHY STATEMENT: L'Imagination au pouvoir

I see my teaching rôle as a flexible facilitator and catalyst: student-centred within reason, and therefore 
pragmatic and non-dogmatic in theoretical and practical approach, but ready to adapt to changing 
circumstances and to students, and their needs, treating and respecting them as the intelligent sophisticated 
adult humans that they are: while I will happily experiment with any teaching technique and method, my 
one point of  intolerance would be teaching methods that patronize and infantilize students or  dumb down 
abstract material: answering questions and explaining as best I can, and regarding my teaching as a failure if 
I have had to resort to “because that's the rule and that's the way things are.” Whenever possible, I adapt 
the content-matter of  my teaching to students individually and as groups, depending on student interests,  
other courses, work, and extra-curricular activities: bringing the student into the French class through also 
bringing in all that accompanies them as active assets, the students' worlds, in a broad sense “translation” (or, 
Medieval translation studii et imperium); and viewing each one  holistically, so as to act as a catalyst enabling 
learning, helping to see (and, where necessary, build) connections—going both ways, a case of  networked  
learning—between our course and the rest of  a student's life. 

This holistic approach extends to my perception of  language teaching. My own teaching and (Medieval and  
Medievalist) learning have come together into integrated scholarship, through adaptations and “translations” 
to the teaching of  non-Medieval language and literature. Remembering and reliving my own excitement at 
adventuring into the unknown, foreign field that is Medieval studies—as  alien as any 20 th c. science-fiction, 
or French to a Vancouverite—keeps me mindful of  the learner's point of  view.  In a mixed, hybrid 
approach, I will incorporate context, references to the Francophone world, and its integration in a whole  
exterior environment of  the worlds of  current affairs, culture, literature, the arts, and ideas: for these are  
(predominantly) Arts students, some of  whom will be the next generation of  scholars, but all of  whom 
deserve the best service to ensure that they come out of  third-level education and go out into The World 
endowed and empowered through the civilizing aspects of  education, with their humanity intact—the 
“humanity” and “humanities” in the BA “human”—with skills and resources to provide consolation and 
support throughout life, key amongst them well-developed and -exercised solid imaginative, creative, and 
critical muscles. Beyond the immediate curiosities and pleasures, the intellectual and aesthetic joys in 
language, literature, and culture: this is education for life: life-long learning, and learning throughout life,  
including that of  mature and returning students. 

To this end, I would be very keen to continue community outreach work. While UBC has strong 
connections to the local Francophone community, my interest would be in “preaching” French language 
and Francophone literatures and cultures to the “unconverted” via spaces and venues that are common 
ground to the whole Vancouver community: partnerships with cafés (like ukulele nights in Main Street café), 
the Vancouver Institute, and the Public Library. I would also like to continue my work with the FHIS 
Writing Centre, perhaps also with a “Reading Centre”: facilitating reading-groups; that is, in the common 
sense of  the term, and in the sense of  small groups—a cross between a book-club and a small-group 
Oxbridge-style tutorial—attached to courses and their set readings. I usually try to encourage an element of 
“inreach” in my course-teaching: encouraging the involvement of  students on the outside edges of  a 
department (for example, taking a language-requirement class) in the life of  the institution, for example 
through the French Club, as part of  integrating the course with the living target language and its world: 
after all, any student in a French class is at least a potential minor. 101-02 is a key stage, given its potential 
for spotting talented linguists and encouraging them to take more French, and for persuading students 
already committed to other fields to bring in a French-language component, not necessarily as a major: 
building the idea of  French as an enticing, useful, sellable (and of  course enjoyable and humanly vital) minor. 


